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　"The Approval of the Government Facilitation Act", enacted this year under the 
military regime, was enforced on July 21. The objective of this act is to accelerate the 
filing procedure of permission and approval of the government. The background of this 
enactment is, presumably, the delay in various filing procedures such as preferential tax 
systems and business permissions.
　It is quite unreasonable that this act has forcibly been applied to the intellectual 
property administration and that the deadlines for various filings are subject to the 
amendment. The delay in the IP administration cannot be improved by using these cheap 
tricks. The change of practices with the deadline amendments has brought utter chaos to 
Thailand Department of Intellectual Property. Some new practices contradict the existing 
establishment, puzzling businesspeople.
　The reason why this chaos was brought about is, in a word, the lack of governance in 
the department of IP. I have seen the department for twenty years, but it is first time for 
me to be confronted with this kind of chaos. I strongly hope that the government urgently 
settles the situation.
　As China quickly loses momentum, Thailand economy is gradually getting worse. 
Macro statistics show the exports are decreasing :  the production of automobile falls for 
four straight months and the sale is also reduced considerably this year. Taking this 
situation into account, the government has announced a cabinet reshuffle and replacement 
of the minister for economic policy to boost economy. In contrast, economic figures are 
recovering this year, such as the amount of permission for investments and the number of 
approval for foreign business. However, the figures of the last year are the results of the 
period in which many anti-government demos were held before and after the coup d’etat 
and the administration was in trouble. The superficial comparison of the figures makes us 
feel the recovery, but it does not show the actual states. The effective measures are 
expected.

　 (Translated by TIP)  
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